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Eight years ago, four DAB markets in Europe 
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Presentation Notes
UK, Norway, Denmark and Switzerland
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Today: DAB established across the continent 
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Presentation Notes
Services in Germany, Netherlands, Italy and Belgium for a backbone through the heart of EuropeExpansion to the west – in FranceTo the East in Poland, Austria and Czech Republic
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Not just a European story 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Australia launched in 2009Trials taking in place in Africa, Middle East and Asia Pacific
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Norway: first country to switch-off FM 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we have heard – a successful story
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Switzerland is next 

2020 to 2024 
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European Union is acting to support digital radio 

• European Electronic Communications 
Code – currently being approved 

• All new car radios to be capable of 
receiving digital terrestrial radio  

• Directive expected to be in force H1 2019 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Will require all new cars radios to be digitalExpected to become official from 2019Member States then have two years to introduce the necessary legislation
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Other country highlights 

Italy: law that receivers must 
be digital from 2020 

Netherlands: fastest 
ever launch  

France: in 2018, 20% coverage  
triggers receiver law 

Belgium: DAB+ on air – 
major marketing planned 

Germany: Government 
commits to digital future UK: over 50% digital  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The last 12 months have seen progress in all major European marketsGermanyUKNetherlands – fastest ever launchItaly – first EU country to legally required receivers to be digitalFrance – major expansion now under wayBelgium
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European markets are adopting the international DAB+ logo  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And many European markets are embracing the new international DAB+ logo – a clear sign that the sector is reaching maturity
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What is driving this change? 
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76% 
*  Live radio and “listen again”    Source: UK Midas Summer 2018 

Radio’s share* of UK audio consumption 

Today, radio dominates audio consumption 
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The challenge for radio is competing in an IP dominated world  

Source: Midas Summer 2018 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you listen to audio on a broadcast receiver – you are listening to radio – 100% of the timeIf you listen on a connected device, you’ll be lucky if 50% of your audio is radio
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Opportunity 

• Additional platform for radio 

Risk 

• 3rd party gatekeeper 

• Unlimited audio competition 

• Not reliable in emergency 

5G will present more significant challenges 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
People sometimes ask me – what do I think of 5GWell, for radio, I think it’s a significant riskIt does have potential as a complementary distribution – as we have heardBut whether it’s good for radio is a different questionReliance on 3rd party gatekeepersUnlimited competitionAnd it’s not reliable in emergencies
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For radio stations, important to preserve the core benefits of broadcast 

• Free to air 

• Universal 

• Regulated competition 
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Source: WorldDAB 

The difficulty: FM spectrum is full 

• Airwaves overloaded 

• No room for new services 

• Impossible to innovate 
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National radio services 
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UK Italy NL Norway Germany*

AM / FM DAB / DAB+

*  Will double with launch of second national multiplex – date to be confirmed    Source: WorldDAB 

DAB offers choice 

Up to six times as many 
services on DAB+ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DAB addresses these limitations – whilst retaining the core benefits of broadcastBy offering more consist audio qualityValue added data servicesAnd a significant expansion in choice – up to six times as many services as on analogue
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19 million people  
in UK, listen to services not available to them on 

analogue radio* 

Listeners value this choice 

*  Source: RAJAR - Digital only services plus Out of Area FM services broadcast on digital radio 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And listeners value this choiceIn the UK, 19 million people listen to services not available on analogue radio
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Radio’s offering can be enhanced through additional digital services 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The range of radio’s offerings can be further enhanced through additional digital services – such as hybrid, radioplayer apps and podcastsBut in all countries with DAB services, DAB+ is the digital platform with the largest reach
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Digital developments are driving commercial revenues 
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• In 2018, UK radio is the fastest growing 

medium (faster than online) 

• Driven, in particular, by growth of national 
commercial stations 

- audience up 34% in four years 

- particularly successful amongst 15-24s 

Source: Radiocentre, Ofcom, RAJAR 

UK radio advertising revenues, £ million 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once critical mass is achieved, commercial revenues followUK ad revenues are up 26% in four yearsIn 2018, radio in the UK is the fastest growing radio – even ahead of onlineThis growth is being driven, in particular, by national commercial servicesWorth noting – these services have had significant appeal to younger audiences in the 15-24 age range  
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Key to success – digital brand strategies 

Analogue and digital Digital-only services 

Audience up 136% in seven years 

Brand extension strategy 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Probably the best known example of a national commercial station developing its brand position is Absolute – with its six digital-only servicesIn seven years, Absolute’s audience has more than doubled – with almost all that growth coming from the new digital-only services
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Also for public broadcasters 

Analogue stations Digital brand extension 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And it’s not just commercial broadcasters who have been extending their brandsHere are three of the BBC’s national analogue services – and their digital sister stationsThe core message – DAB provides opportunities for all established broadcasters
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Conclusions and next steps 

DAB: good for listeners, brands and revenues 3 

Essential for long term health of radio 2 

DAB established as core future platform for radio in Europe 1 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To sum up, I have three key messagesDAB is firmly established as the core future platform for radio in Europe – AND AUSTRALIAThe optimization of broadcast radio is essential for established radio businessesDAB delivers the answer for listeners, brands and revenues
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Thank you 
 
 
For further information, contact: 
www.worlddab.org 
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Essential for radio to optimise the broadcast experience 

• DAB+ retains core benefits of broadcast 

- free to air 

- universal 

- regulated competition 

• Optimises the listener experience 

- greater choice 

- more consistent audio 

- added value services 
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